FOUNDATION
Week 2 – 27th April 2020

Monday 27th April 2020
27.04.20

I would love to see your work!
Why not take a photo and send it
to me?
HWPFDN@hurworthprimary.com
Miss Newton

Maths – Monday Measuring
Can you order the dinosaurs
from tallest to shortest?

Diary Entry
For todays task, I would like you to write a few sentences about your
learning at home so far. You may like to also draw a picture to go
alongside your writing. ☺
What activities have you been doing? Which activity have you enjoyed
the most and why? Which activities would you like to repeat?
Ps. Please encourage your child to segment
each word carefully and write the sounds that
they hear. Also, it is good practice for the
children to read their work back to check it
makes sense as they go.

To get the correct answer

Why not make a journey stick/nature

you may need to keep

wand when you’re out on a walk? Find a

regrouping the dinosaurs.

stick and put some elastic bands on it.
While walking, collect things that you can

To extend further you may like to guess how many blocks
tall the tallest dinosaur was. How many blocks tall is the
shortest dinosaur? What is the difference?

see and tuck them into the bands –
leaves, sticks, small flowers, e.g. blossom
or daisies. Talk about the different
colours, shapes, sizes. Do you know the

You can choose to use any toys for this activity, it doesn’t

names of the different trees and plants?

necessarily need to be dinosaurs. ☺ Adapt it!

If not, how could you find out?

Tuesday 28th April 2020
28.04.20

I would love to see your work!
Why not take a photo and send it
to me?
HWPFDN@hurworthprimary.com
Miss Newton

Maths – Shape Monsters
Shape Monsters is a fun,
2D
shapes game where children need
to identify and match circles,
rectangles, squares and triangles.
Each
Shape
Monster
only
'eats' shapes which match its own
body shape.
As you go, trying
saying the names of the shapes
aloud with your child. This will help
to reinforce their understanding.
If you do not have the materials to make this activity, you can play it
online at this link: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/early-years/shape-monsters
To expand this activity you may like to focus on other 2D shapes
(it does not always need to be a square, triangle, rectangle and
circle (however, please make sure your child is secure with naming
these shapes before trying others)!

Phonics – Sight Words
Write a number of words on a
piece of paper and ask your
child to find them one by one.
You might like to do this as a
timed activity and see how
many they can find, are they
able to beat their score?

PHSE – Friendship
During this difficult time, your
child may be missing their
friends. You may like to make
some nature friends using
wooden spatulas/spoons, pens
and nature.
You may even like to let them all
have a party!

Wednesday 29th April 2020
29.04.20

I would love to see your work!
Why not take a photo and send it
to me?
HWPFDN@hurworthprimary.com
Miss Newton

Maths
This is a mental math
activity working on small
addition facts.

Phonics
Add the missing letter/s to read the
words!
Write out several words with missing
letters. Use post its to fill the gaps!
Please try to use words that include
Phase 2 and 3 phonics as well as HFH
(high frequency words).
You could encourage the children to write the missing letters
independently, which will help with their writing skills too or they
could search for the post it note with the letter written for them.

Handprint Colour Mixing

Pair the post it
calculations with the

Encourage your child to

numbers on the sheet.

explore colour mixing!

I wouldn’t be looking for
quick and rapid recall of
these facts, but for your child to be able to use their head or
their fingers to solves these problems.

Are they able to tell you
which colours they mixed
to discover a new one?

Thursday 30th April 2020
30.04.20

I would love to see your work!
Why not take a photo and send it
to me?
HWPFDN@hurworthprimary.com
Miss Newton

Maths – Caterpillar Counting
This is a great way to practise counting and number

recognition.
Draw a Caterpillar head and
then write a number below it.
Ask your child to draw the
corresponding number of segments.
You can choose to do this by
finger painting, pens, pencils,

chalks (outside) etc. ☺
Anyway that works for you!

Phonics
Today I would like you to practice writing
your name.
This may seem like a simple task to ask your child, but if they do not
practise it frequently, they may struggle to write their name when
they next need to.
As a parent, I would check; is your child remembering capital letters
when necessary, letter formation (short and tall letters), letters
close together (almost touching) and a finger space between names.

CBeebies is full of fun and

educational games for kids
to play and learn from. If
you have a computer, it
would be good to use for
the children to practise
their mouse and keyboard
skills. If not, other devices
are fine. ☺ Have fun!

Reading
Please try to
read your
reading book
today. ☺

Friday 1st May 2020
01.05.20

Maths

I would love to see your work!
Why not take a photo and send it
to me?
HWPFDN@hurworthprimary.com
Miss Newton

Phonics
This game involves the children jumping on
the sounds as an adult says them, then
swapping.
Again, I would always base these activities on
Phase 3 phonics (digraphs/trigraphs) more
than Phase 2.
This game can help to revisit and revise previously taught
phonemes/graphemes, however, I would encourage you to extend
this activity by saying a word and asking your child to segment it.
They can jump to each sound as they segment. Be mindful to make
sure they are making the correct link between the letter and
sound.
Healthy Eating:
Cut out images of different foods from
magazines and stick them together to
make a healthy eating collage.

Reading – Please try to
read your reading book
today. ☺

Friday 1st May 2020
01.05.20

ANSWERS

Phonics

I would love to see your work!
Why not take a photo and send it
to me?
HWPFDN@hurworthprimary.com
Miss Newton

Maths
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This game involves the children jumping on
the sounds as an adult says them, then
swapping.
Again, I would always base these activities on
Phase 3 phonics (digraphs/trigraphs) more
than Phase 2.
This game can help to revisit and revise previously taught
phonemes/graphemes, however, I would encourage you to extend
this activity by saying a word and asking your child to segment it.
They can jump to each sound as they segment. Be mindful to make
sure they are making the correct link between the letter and
sound.
Healthy Eating:
Cut out images of different foods from
magazines and stick them together to
make a healthy eating collage.

Reading – Please try to
read your reading book
today. ☺

